THE EUROPEAN PROJECT FACET, IS WORKING ON DEFINING THE CONTENT OF ONLINE TRAINING ON CREATIVITY AND ENTREPRENEURSHIP

The main objective of FACET is developing new and innovative training methods to further strengthening creativity and entrepreneurship in the furniture sector, both for initial and continuous VET and including work-based learning.

The new training will aim to reversing the losing creativity trend and improve the ability to generate new and better ideas, and to turn ideas into action in order to create new real and valuable products/services/business models.

The project has 2 specific objectives: the definition of FACET curriculum for creativity and entrepreneurial skill and knowledge and the development of a Work Based Learning Tool to guide professionals through the idea creation and implementation process.

The six project partners, representing 6 countries (Italy, Spain, Portugal, Greece, Czech Republic, Romania) have met in Athens, 25-26 September 2019, to revise the last six months project progress and results. During this period, FACET focused its efforts in defining the Curriculum, modules and contents of the training course, and will be working on preparing training materials that will constitute the course.

In addition to DID, interior and design cluster from Italy, training provider and project coordinator, the other project partners are the Spanish furniture CENFIM Home & Contract furnishings cluster and Innovation Hub, CPFIMM VET provider, the Greek partner CCS, expert developer of educational software, the Italian partner EUROCREA MERCHANT, expert in training quality assurance, the Czech Partner ACN and two Universities: Transilvania University of Brasov (Faculty of Wood Engineering) and Architecture and Design Department of Florence University.

FACET is co-financed by the EU Erasmus+ Program as a Strategic Partnership for vocational training.

Further updates about the FACET project will be available on the website: https://facetproject.eu/
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